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Camelot Castle and UK Newspaper Group Launch Information Campaign to
Support Scientology and TomCruise

Camelot Castle, England and a UK Newspaper group team up to provide Londoners with
acurate information about Scientology.

(PRWEB) April 25, 2006 -- On the eve of the Launch of Mission Impossible Three - MI3 in London and during
a week that has seen unprecedented and historic levels of interest in the Scientology religion worldwide.
Camelot Castle in England and a UK Newspaper Group and Media Group have teamed up to help make sure
that Londoners have accurate direct information about Scientology.

The owner of Camelot Castle and the Chairman of Independent Local Newspapers Mr.JohnMappin stated
"People are fascinated with what Scientology really is. They have read the media reports and on they whole
understand that there is media bias towards Scientology originating in the simple economics of international
advertising spends of the psychiatric drug companies."

"How can you expect someone to give the public an accurate explanation of what Scientology really is when
they are taking money from the manufacturers of highly dangerous drugs that destroy childrens lives, in the
form of advertising revenue. The editors of many of these publications now know that Scientolgy and Tom
Cruise have blown a gaping hole in their corrupt game and that Tom has exposed the illogic and pseudoscience
that the Drugs they help sell represent."

Over the next week and starting in Leicster Square in London tomorrow evening. A massive all out direct
public information campaign will begin. Londoners and indeed people from all over the world will be given the
oportunity to recieve the truth about Scientology at Scientology Celebrity Centres where they will be fully
briefed about Scientology and what it can really mean to their happiness, to their families and their friends.

This campaign has been sponsored by Camelot Castle and Independent Local Newspapers and is Free to
anyone.

It will continue for as long as it is needed.

"Mr Cruise is right, people are very interested in Scientology and the best way to find out about anything is to
find out for yourself what it is. The best way to do that is to go Direct to the source."

Briefings at Celebrity Centre London are being held all month and teams of people will offer thousands of
Londoners the chance to attend these briefings.

Contact Jani at Celebrity Centre London 0207 262 2000 to attend a briefing.
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Contact Information
John Mappin
UNITED NEWSPAPERS
http://www.camelotcastle.com
07770671650

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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